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Extrapolation of single particle soot photometer incandescent signal data

Joshua P. Schwarz

Chemical Sciences Division, NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado, USA

ABSTRACT
The Single Particle Soot Photometer (SP2) is an instrument for quantifying the refractory
black carbon (rBC) mass of individual aerosol particles. It heats the particle’s rBC component
to vaporization and quantifies the resulting visible thermal radiation to infer rBC mass. For
purely technical reasons, SP2s are unable to quantify rBC mass beyond an easily adjustable
limit due to eventual saturation of the electronics that record the visible light signals. Here,
we evaluate an extrapolation algorithm to estimate rBC masses exceeding this upper limit
in an SP2. The algorithm is based on identifying the crossing points of linear fits to unsatur-
ated data, and using the duration of the saturated data to constrain potential errors. We
find that extrapolation performance is quite insensitive to instrument parameters including
laser intensity, rate of data acquisition, and particle speed through the laser. However, this
approach increases uncertainty on the detection limit of the instrument, and is hence only
useful in unknown aerosols for very limited extrapolation to approximately a factor of 1.5
increase in the upper mass range, corresponding to a 15% increase in the upper diameter
limit. This increased range small enough that early identification of meaningful saturation
during measurement campaigns remains the only tenable approach to robustly characteriz-
ing rBC mass size distributions and, in some cases, rBC mass concentrations.
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1. Introduction

Black carbon, an aerosol material of interest for its cli-
mate and air quality impacts, is a difficult aerosol spe-
cies to quantify in part due to its refractory nature, its
lack of solubility, and its complex and dynamic
morphology (including internal mixing with solid and
liquid materials) (Bond et al. 2013). Many of these
issues have been overcome by the single particle soot
photometer (SP2, Droplet Measurement Technology,
Inc.), which, since its commercial release in 2003, has
increasingly been applied to determining black carbon
mass concentrations and size distributions around the
world. The SP2 heats the black carbon (more precisely
the “refractory black carbon” or rBC [Petzold et al.
2013]) component of individual particles to vaporiza-
tion with an IR laser, whereupon quantification of
emitted thermal radiation can be used to infer rBC
mass (Stephens, Turner, and Sandberg 2003). SP2 per-
formance has been carefully assessed (Slowik et al.
2007; Cross et al. 2010; Laborde et al. 2012), yet the
instrument remains challenging to apply rigorously to
scientific questions due to its complexity and the pos-
sible pitfalls that can arise from choices in instrument

setup. Here, we focus on signal saturation in the SP2.
The issue arises because the wide range of rBC single-
particle mass, and hence thermal radiation signal
intensity, that is of interest to researchers can exceed
the range of digitization supported by the SP2. Briefly,
a linear mapping of signal intensity to voltage results
in saturation when the voltage exceeds the upper
range of the SP2 digitizer. This is a technical issue
that must be understood and dealt with in every
application of the SP2.

The smallest rBC masses of scientific interest in the
atmosphere are approximately 0.007 fg. This corre-
sponds to a single monomer of 20 nm volume-equiva-
lent diameter, VED, assuming 1.8 g cm�3 void-free
density, and is the smallest unit of rBC we know of in
the atmosphere (Strawa et al. 1999; Dobbins and
Megaridis 1987). Typical atmospheric size distribu-
tions (not measured at tailpipes, or directly at emis-
sion point sources) tend to fall a consistent larger
range, with most rBC mass between approximately
120 and 300 nm VED (�2–20 fg). Meanwhile, 20 nm
VED rBC is far below the demonstrated detection
range of the SP2. A practical low end of detection of
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the SP2 might reasonably be identified as approxi-
mately 80 nm VED (0.5 fg), a general limit identified
in the laboratory (Schwarz et al. 2010) and attributed
to limitations on heating of small rBC masses given
the maximum laser intensity typically available in the
SP2. The high end of the mass range for rBC is at
least approximately 1.8 mm VED (�5000 fg) where
rBC has been observed in snow melt (Schwarz et al.
2013). Note that over most of the rBC mass of the
atmospheric accumulation-mode, the scaling of ther-
mal radiation to rBC mass is linear, while in the larger
mass range (but beginning at rBC masses as small as
�20 fg), the thermal emission signal falls off from the
linear relationship as particle shielding becomes rele-
vant (Moteki and Kondo 2010). Hence, additional
complications beyond the saturation topic addressed
here are associated with analysis of larger rBC, and
with non-rBC materials that incandesce in the SP2
such as iron oxides (Yoshida et al. 2016).

The electronic gains in the SP2 detection system
are typically set to allow quantification of smaller sub-
sets of the potential range presented above. For
example, the NOAA SP2 typically flies on aircraft
with an upper limit of approximately 550 nm VED;
the University of Tokyo SP2 typically flies with an
upper limit of approximately 850 nm VED (Katich
et al. 2018; Koike et al. 2014), both allowing quantifi-
cation of approximately 90% of the remote-airmass
accumulation-mode rBC mass. The literature also con-
tains examples of substantially lower saturation points.
For example (Baumgardner et al. 2008), reported a
upper limit of approximately 190 nm VED rBC in an
airborne deployment, which likely allowed direct
quantification of approximately 50% of the typical
mass range. (Sharma et al. 2017) reported on data
from a ground-based SP2 obtained in 2015 with an
upper limit of approximately 225 nm VED, allowing
slightly better than 50% typical quantification (after
some time the detector gain was decreased to increase
the upper limit of quantifiable rBC mass to approxi-
mately 530 nm VED, thereby allowing more robust
quantification of the accumulation mode rBC
concentration).

A ceiling on rBC-mass information at the larger
end of the SP2 detection range has different impacts
on the detection of total rBC mass loadings depending
on the size distribution of the target aerosol, which
varies from situation to situation. For example, urban
pollution can have small rBC size distributions, reach-
ing down to mass median diameters (MMDs) of
approximately 120 nm VED (�2 fg) in Seoul (Lamb
et al. 2018); in those cases, the contributions of rBC

particles larger than approximately 500 nm to the total
rBC accumulation mode is generally small. On the
other hand, mixed burning (e.g., in China [Wang
et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2017]) and large fires (e.g.,
Perring et al. 2011) produce modes of rBC with large
MMDs in the approximately 600 nm (�200 fg) range;
here, an upper limit of 500 nm VED is clearly lower
than desirable in determining the rBC concentration.
In laboratory experiments, it is quite possible to
restrict rBC mass content to much narrower size
ranges, where a given upper limit may or may not be
an issue. Hence, the optimal choice of gain (equiva-
lently saturation level) can vary widely depending on
the scientific focus of the research, and the danger of
choosing an unfortunately low saturation point is real.

The thermal radiation signals associated with rBC
and recorded by the SP2 in a time-resolved fashion
share superficial similarities independent of rBC mass
and morphology (Bambha and Michelsen 2015).
Figure 1 shows typical signal traces for three rBC-con-
taining particles of different masses (over a range
of� a factor 7), with their thermal signals aligned in
time. On the basis of the strikingly similar shape of
the time-resolved signals for the different masses, we
present and assess a simple extrapolation algorithm
for particles with the “tops” of the signals saturated in
either the SP2 digitizer or detection electronics. This
anticipates researcher needs to “recover” data obtained
with significant saturation due to SP2 limitations.
Section 2 provides details about SP2 detection and
data recording, Section 3 explains the extrapolation

Figure 1. Time-resolved thermal radiation signal from three
different rBC-containing particles of different masses. The plot
shows the similarity in signal shape; this shape is approxi-
mately seen for all rBC-fractions, with the rare exceptions
noted in the text. Note that changes in laser intensity, particle
speed through the laser, and measurement pressure can all
perturb these signals.
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and assesses its limitations. Section 4 summarizes our
recommendations based on this analysis.

2. SP2 quantification of thermal radiation

The SP2 detection system, which is described in detail
in the literature cited above, is quite simple. In this
section, we provide only the necessary details to
understand the limitations of this system, and their
implications for scientific measurements.

Most SP2s detect light in four different detectors.
Infrared (IR) light scattered from the laser (“scattering”
data) is collected with an avalanche photo-diode
detector (APD). A quadrant APD (Gao et al. 2007), also
detecting IR light, provides position-sensitive informa-
tion. Two photomultiplier tubes (PMTS) detect thermal
radiation in two visible wavelength bands. Each
detector is coupled to active electronics to convert the
light intensities into voltages. The gain of this initial
translation of light-intensity to voltage at the detector
boards is controlled either via a potentiometer, or via
an analog voltage in the instrument, and is easily
changed. The voltages are then digitized with a multi-
channel high-speed digitizer for storage. The SP2 acqui-
sition software scans buffered data from two of the
detection channels for occasions in which the observed
signal exceeds a threshold value; when this occurs, a
short, time-synched segment of data from each channel
is saved to disk for later analysis. Typically, triggering
occurs on one scattered light channel, and one incan-
descent light channel.

For older SP2s, a four-channel digitizer with 12bits
precision and 5MHz sampling rate was used. New SP2s
use an 8-channel digitizer with 14bits precision and a
2.5MHz sample rate. The 8-channel systems are typically
used with the same four-channels of light as the older
SP2 (i.e., scattered light, position-sensitive detector,
red-band visible light, blue-band visible light), but with
high- and low-gain stages for each detector. Hence, the
8-channel SP2 more easily allows a wider range of light-
intensity to ultimately be digitized and stored, but the
main saturation problem described above is still a chal-
lenge. Note that a variety of approaches to differentiating
the two different visible-light detectors to provide color-
temperature information has been used over the years,
but the details of detector wavelength sensitivity are
separate to the saturation issue.

In the early days of the SP2, APDs were used to
sense the visible thermal radiation emissions from
particles. The low end of the detection range was set
by the noise floor of these detectors, and gain was
simply set low enough that detector noise did not

make up a significant fraction of the dynamic range.
When PMT detectors came into use (e.g., Schwarz
et al. 2008), it became possible to increase detector
sensitivities well beyond those appropriate for the
physical lower limit of detection of the SP2 asserted
by laser intensity limitations. As the smaller signals
were more strongly amplified, so were the larger ones,
resulting in increased potential for rBC mass “ceilings”
substantially lower than optimal. (Schwarz et al. 2008)
chose to set NOAA SP2 PMT gain only slightly
(approximately a factor 5) over the original APD set-
tings, and thereby achieved a range of approximately
1–200 fg (�100–600 nm VED). This range allowed
quantification of approximately 90% of the accumula-
tion mode BC mass, but without the ability to size
smaller or larger rBC. Note that, depending on SP2
setup, it is possible to saturate the detector voltage
output before saturating the digitizer. The effect of the
saturation on the analysis would be the same, if recog-
nized. Saturation before the digitizer may not be
noticed by analysists unless the raw data is examined;
saturation at the digitizer results in data recorded with
one saturation value, and a raised flag in the acquisi-
tion software (which may or may not be used in
assessing/processing data).

To date, there have been two approaches to dealing
with saturated incandescent SP2 data, neither of which
are appropriate when substantial portions of the rBC
mass concentration lie in sizes above the detection limit.
Baumgardner et al. (2008) associated the upper limit
rBC mass from nonsaturated detection to the particles
that saturated the digitizer. A benefit of this approxima-
tion is that an unknown fraction of the mass associated
with the saturating particles was accounted for, and
hence a higher lower-bound on concentration could be
formed than without their inclusion. An early method
(Schwarz et al. 2006) has been to analyze only the par-
ticles in which saturation did not occur. In this way,
only particles that are well characterized are considered,
and the limits of the data (i.e., the range of detection)
are very clear. Clear limits on the data range are funda-
mental to allowing extrapolation of concentration to the
entire population based on observation of the size distri-
bution of the aerosol, as is now commonly done to esti-
mate accumulation-mode rBC loads.

3. Extrapolation of the SP2 thermal
radiation signal

When a significant (or potentially significant) fraction
of rBC mass is associated with saturated detection
events, it would be useful to be able to reliably
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extrapolate mass values from unsaturated data.
Inspired by the similarity of the time-dependent evo-
lution of incandescent signals independent of rBC
mass shown in Figure 1—which is a consistent feature
of SP2 detections—we consider an extrapolation as
presented below

3.1. Simple extrapolation approach

A conceptually simple extrapolation method is shown
in Figure 2. The two data points immediately before
(after) saturation are used to generate forward (lag-
ging) linear extrapolations over the saturated data
time span. The signal intensity at the intersection of
the two extrapolated lines provides the extrapolated
value. A more complex extrapolation based on a
Gaussian curve extrapolation over the saturated region
was unable to consistently converge to reasonable
extrapolation value and, hence, was discarded.

3.2. Evaluation of the extrapolation

To evaluate the extrapolation’s utility, we compare
extrapolated to observed peak heights in two different
scenarios. First, we examine a “synthetic” case, in
which the data associated with the highest-intensity
portions of unsaturated signals are removed to allow
testing of the algorithm. The approach is useful for
addressing extrapolations within a range of rBC mass
that is fairly typical (i.e., for addressing saturation in
the typical ambient accumulation-mode of rBC).
Second, we use a “large particle” case, in which data
were obtained with an extra incandescent detector
operating with lowered gain. This case is useful for
addressing extrapolations in a range of rBC mass
larger than typical in the atmosphere, such as has
been observed on occasion in the atmosphere in
China (Wang et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2011), and in
snow (Schwarz et al. 2013).

The left side of Figure 3 shows the extrapolated
peak height for individual detection events plotted
against the actual incandescent peak height deter-
mined from the same channel. The signal was synthet-
ically saturated at 600 counts, allowing assessment of
extrapolation accuracy up to a factor of approximately
6. In this case, no saturated data (such as would occur
for signals above �3800 counts on this detector) were
included. As can be seen in the graph, particles with
very short segments of saturated data (less than �4
data points) lie very close to the one-to-one line. A
priori, we would expect the extrapolation to over-esti-
mate the actual peak height of the signal, because

actual signals have a rounded interior angle at the
transition from increasing to decreasing signal. This
trend is obvious in the figure up to actual peak height
of approximately 1500 counts. At very small extrapo-
lations, also as intuitively expected, the number of
saturated points increases with increasing amplitude
above the saturation level. However, this relationship
does not extend in robust fashion to longer extrapola-
tions; at close to approximately 1000 counts peak
height we see some points associated with 20 or more
saturated data points, and others with substantially
fewer. At higher extrapolations (loosely correlated
with higher numbers of saturated data points per
detection), the high-bias relative to the actual peak
height disappears, and a low bias region appears.

Note the strikingly similar behavior in the “actually
saturated large particle” case (right side of the figure),
for more massive rBC particles quantified with the
additional low-gain detector (gain 1/26th of the
higher-gain detector used here and on the left panel
of Figure 3). Here, the black points showing un-
extrapolated detections show scatter as a result of
evaluating peak-heights from different detectors; the
different gains are also reflected in the approximate
slope of these points. However, the initial trends of
high bias for smaller extrapolations followed by a
switch to low bias for longer extrapolations are the
same as in the synthetic case.

An explanation of the high bias behavior, which is
appropriate for both test cases shown above, has

Figure 2. Simple extrapolation of the incandescent signal
(black solid line, with saturated data removed). The forward
linear extrapolation of the leading edge of data is shown with
open circles, while the lagging linear extrapolation is
demarked with crosses.
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already been given, and is visualized for a sample
detection in Figure 4. Alternately, low-biases arise due
to longer duration saturations with significant curva-
ture in the leading and lagging unsaturated data. The
curvature of the leading-edge signal is likely in part a
reflection of the non-uniformity of the SP2 laser
intensity. The laser has a Gaussian profile, but almost
all rBC-containing particles reach peak incandescence
before reaching the center of the laser. Thus, the onset

of thermal emission almost always occurs at a lower
laser intensity than the maximum intensity experi-
enced by particles during a detection.

There are two mechanisms that can cause curvature
in the lagging signal occurring as an rBC fragment is
vaporizing. As discussed previously (Stephens, Turner,
and Sandberg 2003; Schwarz et al. 2010), the rBC
absorption cross-section scales as its mass, yet the loss
of energy via conduction scales as its surface area.
Hence, as rBC is vaporized in the laser and loses mass
more quickly than surface area, vaporization will slow
due to reduced net power input even as laser intensity
may be increasing (relatively slowly).

The second mechanism is appropriate for particles
that persist into regions of decreasing laser intensity.
Note that the duration that an rBC fragment survives
the laser depends on the mass and specific compos-
ition of the rBC component and any internally mixed
material, particle morphology [which can influence
vaporization rate (Bambha et al. 2013)], the ambient
air pressure, and the absolute laser intensity. Particles
associated with longer durations of saturated data
tend also to be more massive, and require more
energy to be vaporized than smaller particles. Hence,
the largest particles survive passage through the center
of the laser, and experience decreasing laser intensity
during the tail of their emissions. The result of both
the reduced mass/surface area ratio and decreasing
laser intensity is a reduction in vaporization rate, first
leading to a “plateauing” of the incandescent signal
due to relatively constant rBC mass, as can clearly be
seen in Figure 4, where at around measurement point

Figure 3. Scatter-plots of extrapolated to actual peak height for detection events. Dashed black lines indicate perfect extrapolation
(i.e., the gain relationship between the detectors used for the vertical and horizontal axes). Left: the case of synthetically saturated
data. Right: The large-particle case. The color scale indicates the number of 0.2 ms data points that were saturated for each detec-
tion point. Unsaturated detections are indicated by black markers.

Figure 4. A detection event showing a shoulder likely due to
penetration into a lower intensity regime of the laser. Shown
are extrapolations for two different cases of saturation. A mod-
est saturation showing a high bias, and a more extreme satur-
ation associated with low bias.
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165 a reduction in vaporization rate occurs. This will
be followed by the cessation of vaporization and a
decrease in particle temperature (and hence incandes-
cent emissions), as is seen in Figure 4 at measurement
point approximately 180. Inspection of the duration of
the incandescent signal shown in the figure indicates
that the signal lasted over a period of time corre-
sponding to more than one-half of the Gaussian full-
width half-maximum of the laser, supporting the idea
that significant changes in laser intensity would occur
on the time-scale of the signal.

3.3. Extrapolation sensitivity to
experimental parameters

Laser intensity, rBC-containing particle speed through
the laser, and air pressure do not affect the relation-
ship of incandescent peak-height to mass for rBC-

containing particles that reach vaporization tempera-
ture ( Schwarz et al. 2006, 2010 ). However, it is not
clear that the extrapolation technique would share this
insensitivity, as it depends on the rate of change of
the incandescent signal, which does depend on these
parameters. These issues have been explicitly tested in
the laboratory using the “large particle” setup. Particle
speed and laser intensity were changed over ranges
(factors 1.40 and 2.6, respectively) wider than those
typically used for SP2 measurements. The influence of
air pressure, which affects convective energy loss rates,
is assumed to be similar to that of laser intensity
change (i.e., a direct change in net power absorption
by rBC-containing particles). These tests were con-
ducted on particles nebulized from water to provide
good stability in the aerosol characteristics. The
extrapolations were binned by peak-height range from
the low-gain detector, and, unexpectedly, showed no
significant deviations amongst themselves for all mass
ranges with number statistics sufficient to produce a
robust average.

Table 1 shows the average extrapolated peak incan-
descent signal value (in counts) obtained after an
extrapolation of a factor approximately 2.5 from the
saturating amplitude under various conditions. The
statistical uncertainties associated with these values, as
reflected by variations between repeated measure-
ments under the same conditions, are as large as any
variations that might have been due to changing
conditions; in short, at the level of approximately
10% there is no dependence over the ranges tested.
Figure 5 shows the extrapolated average values as a
function of incandescent peak height measured with
the low-gain channel. The gray area shows the values
included in the table.

To test sensitivity of the extrapolation to the data
rate—namely to address possible differences between
8-channel SP2s sampling at 2.5MHz, and 4-channel
SP2s sampling at 5MHz—the 5MHz data were aver-
aged to 2.5Mhz. There was no substantial difference
in performance due to this change, on a time-satu-
rated basis; that is, for the same duration of saturated
data, no systematic difference was observed between

Table 1. Extrapolation averages observed for different SP2 operational set-ups.
Sample Total inlet flow (vccm) Laser intensity, nW-220 nm PSL Extrapolation value, counts Dev. from mean, %

A 950 415 9931, 9178 2,–6
B 950 274 9008 –8
C 950 709 9413, 9989 –3,3
D 675 294 10,325, 9190 6, –5
E 675 720 10,352 6
F 675 436 9765 1

Note. Total inlet flow scales directly with particle speed through the laser. Laser intensity was measured as described
in (Schwarz et al. 2010). Multiple measurements under constant conditions are indicated by multiple values.

Figure 5. Extrapolated amplitudes under different SP2 oper-
ational setups. Solid markers are associated with higher par-
ticle speed through the laser while lined-markers are
associated with slow speed. Red triangle and asterisks are at
low laser power, green diamond and cross at medium laser
power, and blue circles and hash-mark for high laser power.
Duplicate measurements to assess variability are shown with
the same markers. Error bars represent statistical error on the
mean in each bin. The gray box delineates the data points
presented in Table 1.
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performance at 2.5MHZ and 5MHZ (although, half
as many 2.5MHz points were saturated at a given sat-
uration time). This indicates that the performance of
the extrapolation was not limited by the changes in
the precision of identifying the leading and trailing
slopes caused by changes in sampling frequency.

3.4. Useful limits of the extrapolation

As seen in the previous sections, the simple extrapola-
tion presented here performs quite consistently over
the different operational parameters explored.
However, the extrapolation only has value if its poten-
tial range of error can be bounded from data in which
the “true answer” is not known a priori. Both possible
errors and the effect of the extrapolation on the detec-
tion limit of the instrumentation should be consid-
ered. Two types of error affect the results; first the
systematic error resulting in mean bias between
extrapolated and actual peak heights when sufficient
statistics are available (such as discussed in the con-
text of Section 3.2); second the random error that
reflects the range of possible extrapolated value rela-
tive to actual for individual detections. Random error
is most relevant when only small collections of satu-
rated particle data are available.

The systematic error can be estimated via a polyno-
mial fit to the extrapolated results for data for which
the actual values are known; this is shown for binned
data in the left-side panels of Figures 6a and c, over a
range in which the extrapolation extended approxi-
mately a factor 4 beyond the unsaturated data. The
multiple data points at each range of low-gain peak

height come from the multiple sensitivity studies pre-
sented in Section 3.3. Over this range of extrapolation,
the relative error (Figure 6a) in the averaged extrapo-
lation results peaks around þ30%, and then drops as
the bias shifts from positive to negative to approxi-
mately –20%. The pronounced high bias associated
with short extrapolations (which are not completely
equivalent to short saturation times) is due both to
the consistent sign of the bias for every event relative
to the unsaturated low-gain channel (i.e., random
errors to lower value are excluded by the nature of
the extrapolation), and the substantial impact of this
error relative to the relatively small signal magnitude.

The plots on the right side of Figures 6b and d
have the number of saturated data points (0.2 ms data)
on the horizontal axis to allow evaluation of errors
independently from the low gain measurement. In
Figure 6b, the individual points represent errors from
individual particles, and the line shows the binned
average relative error with whiskers denoting the
number fraction of particles with relative errors larger
than 50% (based again on the known low-gain
detector signal). Now, the line and points show very
small systematic error associated with saturations of
just one or two data points length. This result does
not contradict the previous observation that, for small
extrapolations, the bias is consistently high, because
the relationship between the number of saturated
points and the actual peak height is quite noisy, as
can be seen in the right side of Figure 3. Still, bias is
again shown increasing in a positive sense up to
approximately 30% at 20–30 saturated points, then
turning over to eventually become negative. Figure 6d

Figure 6. Errors associated with the bi-linear extrapolation. On the left, (a) and (c), errors are binned and plotted against peak
height determined from the low-gain channel. On the right, (b) and (d), the plots show particle-by-particles errors plotted against
the number of saturated measurement points corresponding to each detection (5MHz data). The upper plots, (a) and (b), show
relative error. Whiskers on (b) show the number fraction of particles with more than 50% relative error against a low-gain channel.
(d) The range of random error extracted as a function of the number of saturated points.
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shows the range of the extreme outliers; it is clear that
the extrapolation becomes highly and consistently sen-
sitive to random noise for saturation periods longer
than approximately 25 data points (for this 5MHz
data, this corresponds to �5 ms).

Based on these results, it is possible to identify 5 ms
saturation time as a reasonable limit for applying the
extrapolation. This saturation time corresponds to
particles over a wide range of size, with a mean
extrapolation of a factor 2.5, and a median extrapola-
tion of only 1.7. The median is considerably lower
than the mean because of the importance of a small
fraction of particles with significantly larger sizes at
this maximum saturation duration, up to an extrapo-
lation of a factor approximately 7. This result reflects
the highly variable relationship between saturation
duration particle size, which must arise due to the
particle-by-particle variations of signal slope at the
onset and end of saturation for different particles.
Figure 7 explicitly shows the particle-size resolved
fraction of particles associated with extrapolations for
different maximum saturation. For particles with up
to two saturated points, only a small fraction of par-
ticles associated with low-gain peak heights of
approximately 130 counts are fit. Increasing the upper
limit on the allowed length of saturation increases the
fraction of particles, primarily at smaller sizes. For a
maximal saturated data length of 25 points (here our
5 ms limit), approximately 90% of the particles in the

peak-height range up to approximately 200 counts are
associated with extrapolated values, but only approxi-
mately 40% of the particles with around 350 counts of
low-gain peak height are.

Unfortunately, the lack of a narrow relationship
between saturation duration and particle size complicates
interpretation of the data. As discussed in the introduc-
tion, analysis of particles only up to a well-defined max-
imum size allows full understanding of the size
distribution and concentration of all the particles below
that size (down to some minimum size). However, with
this extrapolation, robust identification of the maximum
size for detection is not possible beyond a very small
range. The tradoff is that adoption of a cut off on satu-
rated times is appropriate for limiting possible errors in
extrapolation, but this severely limits confidence about
the size range of detection for any extrapolations beyond
a factor of 1.5 in peak height (�15% in diameter).

4. Conclusions

An extrapolation algorithm for overcoming saturation
in incandescent signals in a Single Particle Soot
Photometer was presented and evaluated. On the posi-
tive side, the extrapolation was conceptually simple
(Section 3.1), robust against changes in instrument
parameters (Section 3.3), and performed reasonably
well in estimating particle peak heights from detec-
tions including saturated data even at extrapolations
of a factor 4. However, under conditions where the
actual size distribution of an aerosol is not known a
priori, the algorithm is of almost no utility because
application of a reasonable constraint on the extent of
the extrapolation (i.e., limiting the maximum duration
of saturated data) results in significant ambiguity
about the resulting detection limits of the instrument
(Section 3.4). Hence, avoiding saturation remains a
critical step in achieving acceptable coverage of the
range of incandescence signal of interest. This can be
achieved by prioritizing examination of data—both
raw and processed—before and during acquisition to
reveal any sub-optimal conditions, and revising
detector gain as needed. Optimization of the quantifi-
cation range of the instrument must occur in full con-
sideration of the scientific goals of the measurements.
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Figure 7. The fraction of extrapolated particles for different
choices of the limit on saturated signal duration, resolved by
low-gain peak height as a proxy for particle size. The values in
the legend indicate the maximal number of saturated points
allowed in the extrapolation for 5MHz digitization.
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